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OKAPI®, The Okapi Network srl. R5® è un brand di proprietà di The Okapi Network. 
Queste diapositive e i relativi contenuti - compresi, senza limitazione, testi, immagini, animazioni e/o elementi di qualsiasi altra natura - sono di proprietà esclusiva dell'autore o sono sotto il suo legittimo controllo, sono protetti dalla legislazione sui diritti di proprietà intellettuale e costituiscono 
informazioni strettamente riservate. Tutti i diritti su queste diapositive e i relativi contenuti sono espressamente riservati e qualsiasi uso delle stesse - diverso dalla semplice consultazione da parte dei destinatari autorizzati - non espressamente autorizzato dall'autore, compresa la loro comunicazione a 
terzi o distribuzione - è illegale e soggetto a sanzioni.



The philosophy is in our logo

Reflect on how we consume the resources at our disposal.

Refill the bottle from the tap at home to eliminate water 

transportation.

Reuse containers to avoid plastic waste.

Recycle what we discard to reduce our environmental impact.

Relax knowing that we have done the right thing.
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BEAUTY CARE

https://unsplash.com/@sethdoylee?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


SOLID SHAMPOO 2 IN 1
R5 Senses solid 2-in-1 shampoo is a formula that contains 97% ingredients of 
natural origin and is totally free of silicones, microplastics and preservatives. It is 
a unique product that, thanks to the presence of cherry oil and sunflower oil, 
combines the cleansing properties of the shampoo with the emollient properties of the 
conditioner, for soft and repaired hair.

Formula suitable for vegans, not tested on animals, plastic free, zero waste.

SIZE: 70 g - equivalent to 2 bottles of traditional product (equal to 60 washes)

FRAGRANCE: floral - woody - gourmand

INGREDIENTS AND PROPERTIES 
CHERRY OIL: is obtained from cherry stones; it is a fluid vegetable oil rich in mono- and 
polyunsaturated fatty acids, including oleic acid and linolenic acid; it also contains vitamin E 
or tocopherol, carotenoids and phytosterols, which give cherry oil antioxidant, anti-
inflammatory and photoprotective properties.
In specific use for the hair, cherry oil is used as a protective and emollient oil. It is therefore 
excellent for dry hair or hair damaged by dyes or aggressive treatments, or to protect the 
hair from the dehydrating action of the sun.

SUNFLOWER OIL: In the field of body wellness, it is known as a good health ally due to its 
wide composition of vitamins, minerals and beneficial substances. In cosmetics, it is very 
useful for its highly nourishing properties for both skin and 
hair.
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MOISTURISING SOLID 
SHAMPOO
R5 Senses solid shampoo is a gentle formula that contains 97% ingredients 
of natural origin and is totally free of silicones, microplastics and 
preservatives. Thanks to the moisturising properties of apricot oil and jojoba 
oil, your hair will regain its shine and softness wash after wash. 

Formula suitable for vegans, not tested on animals, plastic free, zero waste.

SIZE: 70 g - equivalent to 2 bottles of traditional product (equal to 60 washes)
FRAGRANCE : flowery - green - fruity

INGREDIENTS AND PROPERTIES
APRICOT OIL: obtained by cold pressing the stones of the fruit and has 
recognised nourishing, emollient and regenerating properties. Apricot oil is 
indicated in cosmetics to be used pure on the skin, or mixed with other 
vegetable oils, butters and essential oils to make face and body creams and 
massage oils. In hair products it is indicated for restoring moisture and shine 
to damaged hair in need of a repairing product.

JOJOBA OIL: in cosmetics it helps prevent dehydration, revitalise the skin and 
regulate sebum production in oily skin. It has a balancing action for oily hair 
and restores vitality to dry, brittle hair.
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NOURISHING SOLID 
SHOWER FOAM
R5 Senses solid shower foam is an extra mild formula that contains 97% 
ingredients of natural origin and is totally free of silicones, microplastics and 
preservatives. Thanks to the purifying properties of rice starch and the 
softening properties of apricot butter and coconut oil, the skin is pleasantly 
cleansed and softened.

Formula suitable for vegans, not tested on animals, plastic free, zero waste.
SIZE: 70 g - equivalent to 2 bottles of traditional product (equal to 60 washes)
FRAGRANCE : flowery - oriental

INGREDIENTS AND PROPERTIES
RICE STARCH : is a very fine, white powder obtained by processing grains of 
rice and is used in natural cosmetics for its soothing and refreshing 
properties. In bath/shower products it allows gentle cleansing while 
respecting the skin's natural defences.
Apricot butter: Apricot butter is chemically made up of unsaturated fatty 
acids, oleic and linoleic, and a high concentration of antioxidant molecules. It 
has emollient and nourishing properties that help maintain the skin's 
elasticity.
COCONUT OIL: is a powerful natural moisturiser for skin and hair care. 
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SOLID 
SHOWER&SHAMPOO
Emollient and invigorating - with avocado oil, illipe butter and green coffee 
extract

R5 Senses - Energising Solid Shower Shampoo contains 98% ingredients of 
natural origin and is totally free of silicones, microplastics and preservatives. 
Thanks to the emollient and regenerating properties of avocado oil and illipe 
butter, combined with the energising and invigorating properties of green 
coffee extract, it cleanses gently, leaving a soft and radiant effect on body and 
hair.

Vegan friendly, not tested on animals, 100% plastic free, zero waste. 100% Made 
in Italy product.

SIZE: 70 g Fragrance: woody - gourmande - muskyGREEN COFFEE EXTRACT It is 
obtained from the unroasted seeds of the Arabica coffee plant, a tropical shrub 
that grows mainly in Africa, Asia and South America. Compared to roasted 
coffee, green coffee has a higher concentration of chlorogenic acids, which have 
an antioxidant, anti-free radical and toning effect.

AVOCADO OIL Emollient oil rich in antioxidant substances useful for preventing 
skin ageing and restoring shine to the hair. Widely used in cosmetics for its 
sebum-similar, nourishing and regenerating properties. It promotes skin 
renewal and increases skin elasticity and hydration.
ILLIPE BUTTER The Shorea Stenoptera is a large tree that grows in the humid, 
rainy forests of Borneo. The cold pressing of the seeds of this plant produces 
illipe butter, also known as Borneo tallow, which has an emollient and 
nourishing effect.
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SOLID CONDITIONER
(WITH UPCYCLED INGREDIENTS)
Normal hair - with Jojoba, Olive and Apricot kernel oils*.

R5 Conditioner contains 98% ingredients of natural origin and is free of silicones, 
microplastics and preservatives.

Thanks to the moisturising properties of apricot oil and jojoba oil, your hair will feel 
nourished, soft and silky wash after wash. Compared to a traditional conditioner, this 
conditioner generates a light foam when massaged into the hair.

Vegan friendly, not tested on animals, plastic free, less waste. 100% Made in Italy 
product.

Nickel tested | Dermatologically tested

*We decided to start working with the idea of giving food industry funds a new life, 
following the principles of the circular economy. In this balm, we have recovered the 
oil from apricot kernels.

INGREDIENTS: cetearyl alcohol, sodium coco-sulfate, sodium chloride, polyglyceryl-3 
rice branate, citric acid, glycerin, caprylic/capric triglyceride, cocodimonium
hydroxypropyl hydrolyzed wheat protein, parfum, butyrospermum parkii butter, 
simmondsia chinensis seed oil, olea europaea fruit oil, carrageenan, aqua, prunus 
armeniaca kernel oil*, decyl glucoside, dicaprylyl ether,glyceryl oleate,citronellol, 
leuconostoc/radish root ferment filtrate, geraniol, CI 60725
* upcycled ingredient

Weight: 70 g - equivalent to about 60 washes

Fragrance: flowery

Packaging: FSC® MIX cardboard, 100% recyclable

SKU 80541104013003



SOLID FACIAL 
CLEANSER
Purifying for sensitive skin - with sweet almond oil and charcoal

R5 Senses - Illuminating Face Cleanser Solid contains 97% ingredients of natural 
origin and is totally free of silicones and microplastics.

Thanks to the properties of sweet almond oil and vegetable charcoal, it deeply 
cleanses and purifies, giving freshness and radiance to the skin.

Sulfate-free formula suitable even for the most sensitive skin.

Vegan friendly, not tested on animals, 100% plastic free, zero waste. 100% Made in 
Italy product.

SIZE: 70 g

Fragrance: floral - marine

VEGETABLE CARBON Obtained by flameless combustion of wood with 
subsequent treatment to give it its characteristic porosity. Widely used in 
cosmetics for numerous properties, including detoxifying, skin purifying and 
slightly exfoliating.

SWEET ALMOND OIL This is obtained by cold pressing the oily seed contained 
within the fruit of the Prunus dulcis tree, and is widely used in cosmetics for its 
nourishing and soothing properties. Composed of 65% oleic acid, it imparts 
emollient and elasticising properties to the skin.
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SOLID FACE MASK
The Purifying solid face mask with pink and white clay is ideal for all skin types, 
even sensitive skin. With pink and white clay, shea, cocoa and coconut oil, it 
leaves the skin soft to the touch and visibly purified. 

The solid mask has all the characteristics of traditional face masks, but without 
water and unnecessary waste of plastic packaging: in just 30 g it packs 30 
treatments!

Dermatologically tested and nickel tested.

Aloe Essence
INGREDIENTS: Kaolin, Cetyl alcohol, Cetearyl alcohol, Montmorillonite, 
Butyrospermum parkii butter (*), Cocos nucifera oil (*), Isoamyl laurate, 
Theobroma cacao seed butter, Polyglyceryl-3 dicitrate/Stearate, Sodium cocoyl
isethionate, Titanium dioxide, Illite, Tocopheryl acetate, Bis-(Isostearoyl/Oleoyl 
Isopropyl) Dimonium Methosulfate, Parfum, Linalool, Coumarin.
*FROM ORGANIC AGRICULTURE

1 solid face mask = 30 treatments

Dimensions: 30gr, 1.06oz

Packaging: cardboard
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SOLID CLEANSER FOR 
KIDS WITH UPCYCLED 
INGREDIENTS
A unique shampoo and shower gel together, designed for children over 3 

years. With 94% ingredients of natural origin, with rice starch and sweet 

almond oil, to respect children's skin. With a delicate fragrance, its 

sweetness will amaze you. 

Vegan friendly, not tested on animals, 100% plastic free, zero waste. 100% 

Made in Italy product.

Weight: 70 g - equivalent to 60 washes

Fragrance: Crème Caramel, Vanilla Bean, Orchid
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SOLID CLEANSER ALL-
IN-ONE KIDS
Showershampoo, Shampoo and Conditioner all in one product that is gentle 
and practical to use.

With oat, mallow and aloe extracts, rice starch and coconut oil. For soft, 
cleansed skin and silky clean hair. Easy to rinse.

Gentle formula with some ingredients from organic farming.
Essence: White Peach

INGREDIENTS: Sodium cocoyl isethionate, Sodium coco-sulfate, Glyceryl 
stearate, Cetearyl alcohol, Aqua, Butyrospermum parkii butter (*), Kaolin, 
Cocamidopropyl betaine, Oryza sativa bran cera, Oryza sativa starch, Prunus 
amygdalus dulcis oil, Theobroma cacao seed butter, Glycerin, Distearoylethyl
dimonium chloride, Cocos nucifera oil (*), Malva sylvestris leaf water (*), 
Prunus armeniaca kernel oil, Avena sativa kernel extract (*), Aloe 
barbadensis leaf juice (*), Tocopheryl acetate, Parfum, Myristyl lactate, 
Tetrasodium glutamate diacetate, Linalool, Hexyl cinnamal, Limonene, Citric 
acid.
*FROM ORGANIC AGRICULTURE

Packaging: Carton
Weight: 65gr
Made in Italy
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Solid Intimate Cleanser
A gentle solid intimate cleanser with extracts of calendula, camomile, 
mallow and with tapioca starch.

Our intimate cleanser has an emollient, soothing and moisturising action. 
Gentle formula with some ingredients from certified organic farming.

INGREDIENTS: Sodium cocoyl isethionate, Stearic acid, Butyrospermum
parkii butter (*), Cetearyl alcohol, Aqua, Cocos nucifera oil (*), Kaolin, Glycerin, 
Prunus amygdalus dulcis oil, Sodium myristoyl glutamate, Helianthus 
annuus seed oil (*), Inulin, Tapioca starch (*), Aloe barbadensis leaf juice (*), 
Malva sylvestris leaf water (*), Calendula officinalis flower extract (*), 
Chamomilla recutita flower extract (*), Pterocarpus santalinus wood powder, 
Lactic acid, Tocopheryl acetate, Parfum, Tetrasodium glutamate diacetate, 
Citric acid, Benzyl benzoate, Linalool. * from certified organic farming

Dermatologically tested and Nickel tested. Ph: 5.2

Packaging: carton

Weight: 65gr
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REFILLABLE HAND SOAP 
TO RECONSTITUTE

OKAPI® | R5® Living

R5 hand soap powder to reconstitute

Refreshing hand soap with lavender and mint fragrance.

Dermatologically tested and nickel tested. Vegan.

One 35 g sachet is enough to make a 350 ml liquid hand soap. 

Convenient and practical, to keep in the bathroom drawer and refill as 

needed. No more disposable plastic, maximum convenience.

Made in Italy
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TO BE LAUNCHED SOON

• SOLID BODY SCRUB

• REFILLABLE SHOWER GEL

• REFILLABLE SHAMPOO



KONJAC SPONGE
Our Konjac sponges are made only of natural Konjac (without chemicals, 

dyes, additives and irritants). Made from natural Konjac root, a porous 

vegetable that grows in Asia. They are a natural cleanser and exfoliant, 

gentle and suitable for daily use. They can be used with or without a 

cleanser, thanks to their naturally alkaline properties.

Good for your skin and the environment

100% biodegradable (can be composted).

Available in 4 colour variants.
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SISAL BAG
The bag made of natural sisal fibres is suitable for storing solid shampoos 
and shower gels, making them foamier. Its slightly rough texture acts as 
an exfoliant, activates the skin and opens the pores and reactivates blood 
circulation. It promotes the natural regeneration of the skin and its 
invigorating action stimulates pleasant feelings of well-being in the body.
The Sisal pouch is also useful for picking up bits of leftover shampoo or 
shower gel, making the lather even thicker, which is why this accessory is 
often nicknamed 'Soap Saver'.

Sisal is a fibre of plant origin obtained from the leaves of the Agave 
sisalana.
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ORGANIC COTTON 
BODY FACE MITT
Organic cotton mop for daily cleansing of the face and body.

Hypoallergenic, thanks to the characteristics of organic cotton, it is 
suitable both for sensitive and delicate skin, such as that of babies and 
children, and for those suffering from skin irritations.
Directions for use: put on the glove, moisten with lukewarm water and 
add the cleanser. Rub gently over the body or face.

Composition: 99% organic cotton GOTS certified; 1% elastane
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100% RECYCLED 
PLASTIC HOLDER MADE 
OF KM 0 PLASTIC

To complete the Beauty product range, R5 Senses has 
developed accessories made of 100% recycled plastic for 
storing products in the shower and preserving their 
characteristics.

The accessories are designed not only for everyday use in the 
shower, but also as practical travel containers.

Like all R5 and R5 Senses products, the accessories are MADE 
IN ITALY and are produced by a partner based in the province 
of Bergamo. This choice makes the products KM. 0.
Available in different 4 colours for different products.
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BUY BOTTLES ONCE. 
REFILL FOR LIFE.

Mini refill, maxi effectiveness, zero disposable plastic

OKAPI® | R5® Living

HOME CARE



R5 – DEGREASER KIT
PRODUCT
R5 Degreaser removes grease and dirt, even the toughest and most 
encrusted dirt and grime, and thoroughly cleans worktops, cookers, 
ovens, hoods, steel and more with a super-cleaning action.
The R5 Degreaser Kit contains an empty 750 ml spray bottle, which 
you can refill indefinitely, 2 product refills and 3 biodegradable 
cellulose sponge cloths.
Simply insert a refill and add lukewarm water from your tap!

SALES FORMAT 
Box with Refillable Bottle + 2 Refills (corresponding to two 750ml 
bottles of greaser)

FRAGRANCE: lavender and balsamic notes. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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R5 – REFILL 
DEGREASER 
PRODUCT
R5 Degreaser removes grease and dirt, even the toughest and 
most encrusted dirt and grime, and thoroughly cleans worktops, 
cookers, ovens, hoods, steel and more with a super-cleaning 
action.

Each R5 Refill Degreaser contains 2 refills to prepare 2 750ml 
bottles of ready-to-use product

SALES FORMAT: REFILL PACK OF 2

FRAGRANCE: a sparkling accord of lavender and balsamic notes 
that leaves a fresh sensation of efficiency and cleanliness.
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R5 – GLASS &
MULTIPURPOSE KIT 
PRODUCT
R5 Glass and Multipurpose Cleaner is a multi-purpose cleaner 
specifically for cleaning glass, crystal, mirrors and chrome objects. 
It leaves surfaces shiny and fragrant without haloes. It quickly 
removes everyday dirt from any surface, quickly and without 
rinsing.
The R5 Glass and Multipurpose Kit contains an empty 750 ml 
spray bottle, which you can refill indefinitely, two product refills 
and 3 biodegradable cellulose sponge cloths.
Simply insert a refill and add lukewarm water from your tap!

SALES FORMAT 
Box with Refillable Bottle + 2 Refills (corresponding to two 750ml 
bottles of greaser)

FRAGRANCE: flowers and white musk. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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R5 – REFILL 
GLASS&MULTIPURPOSE
PRODUCT 
R5 Glass and Multipurpose Cleaner is a multi-purpose cleaner 
specifically for cleaning glass, crystal, mirrors and chrome objects. 
It leaves surfaces shiny and fragrant without haloes. It quickly 
removes everyday dirt from any surface, quickly and without 
rinsing.

Each R5 Glass and Multipurpose Refill contains 2 refills to prepare 
2 x 750ml bottles of ready-to-use product.

SALES FORMAT: 2 Refills equal to two 750ml bottles

FRAGRANCE: flowers and white musk. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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R5 – KIT BATHROOM
PRODUCT
R5 Bathroom is effective against limescale, thoroughly cleans and 
sanitises sanitary ware, sinks, tiles. Safe and effective, it leaves no 
marks and allows you to clean quickly.
R5 Bathroom Kit contains an empty 750 ml spray bottle, which you 
can refill indefinitely, 2 product refills and 3 biodegradable 
cellulose sponge cloths.
Simply insert a refill and add lukewarm water from your tap!

SALES FORMAT: Box with Refillable Bottle + 2 Refills 
(corresponding to two 750ml bottles of fattener)

FRAGRANCE: citrus and white musk. R5 fragrances are all allergen-
free.
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R5 – REFILL 
BATHROOM
PRODUCT
R5 Bathroom is effective against limescale, thoroughly cleans 
and sanitises sanitary ware, sinks, tiles. Safe and effective, it 
leaves no marks.

Each R5 Refill Bathroom contains 2 refills for the preparation of 
2 x 750ml bottles of ready-to-use product.

SALES FORMAT: 2 Refills equal to two 750ml bottles

FRAGRANCE: citrus and white musk. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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R5 – FLOORS KIT
PRODUCT
R5 Floors is suitable for cleaning all types of floors, perfumes, 
sanitises all washable surfaces without leaving residues and 
without rinsing.
R5 Kit Floors contains an empty 1000 ml spray bottle, which you 
can refill indefinitely, two product refills and 1 bamboo and cotton 
floor cloth.
Simply insert a refill and add lukewarm water from your tap!

SALES FORMAT:  Box with Refillable Bottle + 2 Refills (corresponding 
to two 750ml bottles of greaser)

FRAGRANCE: aromatic fruits and flowers. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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R5 – REFILL FLOORS
PRODUCT
R5 Floors is suitable for cleaning all types of floors, perfumes, 
sanitises all washable surfaces without leaving residues and 
without rinsing.

Each R5 Refill Floors contains 2 refills for the preparation of 2 x 
1000ml bottles of ready-to-use product.

SALES FORMAT: 2 Refills equal to two 750ml bottles

FRAGRANCE: aromatic fruits and flowers. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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R5 – WOODEN 
SURFACES AND 
FLOORS KIT
PRODUCT
R5 Wooden Surfaces and Floors is specifically formulated for the daily 
cleaning of parquet and all wooden surfaces such as furniture, doors, 
fixtures and panels. Its formulation does not dull and does not remove 
the parquet finish. It cleans thoroughly in total respect of the surfaces. 
Maintains the wood's natural moisture content.
R5 Wooden Surfaces and Floors Kit contains an empty 750 ml spray 
bottle, which you can refill indefinitely, 2 product refills, with which you 
fill the bottle twice, and 1 cotton and bamboo fibre floor cloth. You can 
use it as a spray for furniture and wooden surfaces, or diluted for 
cleaning parquet.
Simply insert a refill and add lukewarm water from your tap!

SALES FORMAT: Box with Refillable Bottle + 2 Refills (corresponding to 
two 750ml bottles of greaser)

FRAGRANCE: Vanilla and white musk. R5 fragrances are all allergen-free.
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R5 – REFILL WOODEN 
SURFACES AND FLOORS

PRODUCT
R5 Wooden Surfaces and Floors is specifically formulated for the 
daily cleaning of parquet and all wooden surfaces such as 
furniture, doors, fixtures and panels. Its formulation does not dull 
and does not remove the parquet finish. It cleans thoroughly in 
total respect of the surfaces. Maintains the wood's natural 
moisture content.
Can be used as a spray for furniture and wood surfaces, or diluted 
for cleaning parquet.
Each R5 Refill Wooden Surfaces and Floors contains 2 refills to 
prepare 2 x 750ml bottles of ready-to-use product.

SALES FORMAT: 2 Refills equal to two 750ml bottles

FRAGRANCE: vanilla and white musk. R5 fragrances are all 
allergen-free.
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HAND DISHWASHING SPRAY 
AND DISHWASHER PRE-
TREATER
R5 Dishes Kit is a product specially created for the quick cleaning of a 
few dishes by hand and as a pre-treater for the dishwasher (e.g. in case 
the dishwasher is not full and you wait to start it, it can be useful to 
facilitate cleaning in the following days). 
R5 Dishes is based on surfactants of vegetable origin derived from 
waste from the processing of maize, sugar cane and beet.

R5 Kit DISHES contains an empty 250 ml spray bottle, which you can 
refill indefinitely, and 2 refills of product to prepare the bottle twice. 

Simply insert a refill and add lukewarm water from your tap!
SALES FORMAT: 2 Refills equal to two 250ml bottles

Fragrance: citrus notes. R5's fragrances for household cleaners are all 
allergen free.
The refills are orange in colour..
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R5 – HAND DISHWASHING SPRAY 

AND DISHWASHER PRE-TREATER
R5 Refill Dishes is a product specially created for the quick 
cleaning of a few dishes by hand and as a pre-treater for the 
dishwasher (e.g. in case the dishwasher is not full and you wait to 
start it, it can be useful to facilitate cleaning in the following 
days). 
R5 Dishes is based on surfactants of vegetable origin derived 
from waste from the processing of maize, sugar cane and beet.

Each box of R5 Refill Piatti contains 2 refills of product to prepare 
the bottle twice. 

Simply place a refill in the R5 bottle or another 250ml bottle and 
add lukewarm water from your tap!

Fragrance: citrus notes. R5's fragrances for household cleaners 
are all allergen free.
The refills are orange in colour.
SALES FORMAT: 6 Refills equal to six 250ml bottles
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Cellulose sponge
cloths (3 pcs)
Sponge cloths made of cellulose of vegetable origin, ideal for 

cleaning all surfaces in the home, super absorbent, gentle on 

surfaces and long-lasting.

Composition: cellulose of vegetable origin, cotton weave

100% biodegradable

Made in Italy 
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Bamboo and cotton 
floor cloth
Cotton and bamboo floor cloth, super absorbent, twist-resistant and 

scratch-resistant.

Thanks to its exceptional softness, it is ideal for cleaning all types of 

floors, including parquet.

Composition: 45% cotton, 45% viscose, 10% polyester

Made in Italy 
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ECO SHOPPER BAG 
IN ORGANIC COTTON
Made of organic and GOTS-certified cotton, it is perfect to keep in 

your bag and reuse with every shopping trip. Very small when folded, 

it can carry up to 15kg.

STOP Disposable Bags.

100% organic cotton (GOTS) Save hundreds of disposable plastic bags 

Length without handle: approx. 37 cm Length with handle: approx. 67 

cm Width: 30 cm 

Wash at 30° C Made with fair wages
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VEGGIE BAG IN 
ORGANIC COTTON

Veggie bags are the perfect companion for those who want to shop without waste.

Use them at the supermarket, organic or sustainable shops. The price label for 

fresh produce can be attached to the outside of the mesh bags and then simply 

take the bags to the checkout as usual. The mesh structure of the bags allows the 

contents to be visible and at the same time lets the fruit and vegetables breathe. If 

you want, you can put them directly in the fridge after shopping.

After use, you can simply put them in the washing machine at 30 degrees and hang 

them up to dry.

100% GOTS certified organic cotton Saves hundreds of plastic bags Size: 38cm 

(height) x 30cm (width) 

Made with fair wages
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R5 – DISHWASHING 
TABS
PRODUCT
100% plant-derived surfactants from renewable biodegradable 
sources.
Washing machine tabs, eco and powerful. Suitable for all types of 
dishes, they clean thoroughly, leaving no residue. Effective even at 
low temperatures, fragrance- and dye-free.

SALES FORMAT: 540g recycled cardboard box. 30 caps of 18gr each

FRAGRANCE: fragrance-free
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BAMBOO DISH 
BRUSH
This brush is a sustainable scrubber to replace classic plastic or 

metal sponges. Excellent for heavy cleaning, it does not cause 

scratches.

Sisal bristles: sisal is a natural fibre from the sisal agave plant, which 

is stronger and more durable than other natural fibres. It is resistant 

to bacteria, mould and oil.

Bamboo handle: bamboo is a sustainable plant that uses 1/3 less 

water to grow.

Rinse with water after each use and leave to air dry with the bristles 

pointing downwards.
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LONG VEGETABLE 
DISH BRUSH
Dish brush made of natural beech wood and Tampico plant bristles. Ideal for 
scrubbing dishes, glasses, frying pans and saucepans. For a plastic-free, 
environmentally friendly and zero-waste kitchen. Convenient to hang.
Replaceable head.
100% plastic-free

100% natural bristles 

100% vegan 

100% FSC wood

Materials: Head and handle made of untreated beech wood from FSC-certified 

European forests.

Tampico natural and vegetable fibre brush.

Recyclable metal frame and handle.

Dimensions Total length: 23 cm.

Diameter of wooden part: 4.5 cm Maximum diameter of bristles: 7 cm.
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Photo by Annie Spratt

LAUNDRY

https://unsplash.com/@anniespratt?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


R5 – LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT 
IN SOLUBLE SHEETS
100% PLASTIC FREE DETERGENT - 100% SOLUBLE - SPACE SAVING
FOR HAND AND MACHINE LAUNDRY

Soluble sheets are a new generation of 'zero waste' laundry detergent 
and are the most environmentally friendly and practical alternative to 
traditional liquid and powder detergent. The highly effective and 
concentrated formula is biodegradable, hypoallergenic, paraben-free, 
phosphate-free, vegan friendly and cruelty free.

EACH LEAFLET CORRESPONDS TO 2 MACHINE WASHES

FORMAT: 16 SHEETS (X 2) = 32 WASHES

FRAGRANCE: fragrance of the sun
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R5 – Washing 
Machine Tabs
PRODUCT
For clean, ecological laundry. Effective on all types of stains, even 
at low temperatures. With bleaching and sanitising action, dye-
free, suitable for whites and colours.

SALES FORMAT 
600g recycled cardboard box. 30 caps of 20gr each

FRAGRANCE: fragrance-free
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R5 Laundry Booster 
(Parfume)
Mountain Meadows Essence

Concentrated formula with biodegradable ingredients.

In the washing machine:

pour one capful (3 ml) directly into the softener tray before starting the wash.

In the tumble dryer:

pour a few drops onto a cotton cloth or wool ball before starting the drying 
cycle.

For a stronger scent, increase the dose.

Follow the symbols for fabric care.

Olfactory notes: Aloe Vera, Fresh, Musky, Vetiver.

Content: 100 ml, equivalent to 33 washes

Recycled plastic bottle (R-PET)
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R5 – CITRIC ACID
Natural multi-purpose limescale remover powder
Citric acid is a compound found naturally in citrus fruits; it has the power 
to lower water hardness. It can be used as a fabric softener in the washing 
machine, rinse aid in the dishwasher, limescale remover, descaler for 
washing machine and dishwasher maintenance and to facilitate toilet 
cleaning.

Fragrance: no fragrance
Weight: 500gr (equal to about 33 single doses)

Packaging: 100% Recyclable Paper Envelope, 100% Recyclable Plastic Zip 
(necessary to ensure maximum safety and seal against moisture).
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R5 – SODIUM 
PERCARBONATE
Ecological whitener, sanitiser and stain remover.

R5 Sodium Percarbonate is an ecological bleaching agent that 
simultaneously cleans, sanitises, bleaches and aids stain removal due to the 
oxygen released on contact with water and sodium carbonate. It can be used 
for laundry and also to clean and sanitise dishes. Excellent as a washing 
machine care.

Weight: 500gr 

Fragrance: Scentless 

Packaging: 100% Recyclable Paper Envelope, 100% Recyclable Plastic Zip 
(necessary to ensure maximum safety and moisture-proofing).
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Dryer Balls Anti-
Wrinkle Softeners

Dryer Balls are a natural and organic fabric softener, handmade 

from 100% wool. They replace traditional fabric softener, are 

crease-free, fully reusable for over 1,000 loads and reduce drying 

time (they absorb moisture by absorbing up to 30% of their weight 

in water). Plastic-free, chemical-free, non-toxic and hypoallergenic, 

they are perfect for those with sensitive skin and children. For 

fragrant laundry, simply add a few drops (3-5) of your favourite 

essential oil to each ball before each cycle.
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100% Recycled Plastic 
Clothespins

We are particularly proud of our clothes pegs. We want to live up to 

our promise to promote smart plastic consumption: remove it 

where you don't need it, reuse/recycle it where you can.

And so we have once again worked with plastic from the recycling 

of our city, Bergamo, to create these clothes pegs in the colours of 

the sky and the sea.

100% Certified Recycled Plastic Second Life
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Organic Cotton 
Laundry Protection 
Bag
Ideal for delicate garments. These laundry protection bags are not 
your usual bags. They are made of organic cotton with cotton 
cords, zero plastic. Just fill the laundry bag with your soiled items, 
tighten the string and throw everything in the washer and 
dryer. They help keep things together in the laundry, protect 
delicates and also work for storage in wardrobes.

Dimensions: 30.5cmx38cm (large)
Care instructions: machine wash on hot with similar colours, air 
dry or tumble dry.
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